How to make the Magic Picture
1

Colour in the picture on the card

2

Cut everything out around the solid black lines

3

Fold the sleeve (don’t glue it yet!)

4

Cut out the window on the sleeve

5

Now glue the big tab on the back of the sleeve shut

6

Fold the tab over on the piece of card which goes in
the middle, slide it into the sleeve from the right
hand side and glue the tab on the back of the sleeve.

7

Line up the acetate picture with the beautifully
coloured in picture—use the little crosses as a guide.
Then use sticky tape to hold it in place.

8

Put the slider into the sleeve. The acetate goes in
front of the card in the middle, the card part goes
behind it.

9

With the slider half way in and out, fold over the little
tabs on the left hand side and glue them in place

10 It is finished! Now, when you slide the slider out, the
coloured picture should be revealed and it will
appear transformed, just like Easter Morning
transformed the world as Jesus rose again!
Print this page on acetate sheet, tracing paper, or trace the picture below onto
greaseproof paper—something where you can see through it onto the layer below.

Fold dotted lines
Cut solid lines

Fold this and use the tab to
glue into a sleeve...

Jesus is Risen!
Fold the dotted lines then
cut out the grey box to make a window

These tabs fold over and stick to the front of the sleeve
Do this last!

Happy Easter

Fold dotted lines
Cut solid lines

Use crosses to line up the acetate
and stick left hand edge with tape so
it flaps over the top

Colour this
picture in!

This layer goes inside the sleeve and
the tab sticks to the back of the sleeve

